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IPSF
The International Pharmaceutical Students’

Federation (IPSF) was founded in 1949 by eight

pharmacy student associations in

London, United Kingdom. The Federation now

represents approximately 350,000

pharmacy students and recent graduates in 80

countries worldwide. They promote

improved public health through the provision

of information, education, and

networking opportunities as well as a range of

publications and professional

activities.



SEP
Student Exchange Programme (SEP) is

IPSF's

largest project, offering professional

pharmacy internships. During exchange,

participants can share and develop

pharmaceutical knowledge and skills. In the

same time, this is an unique opportunity to

experience new cultures, try

different food, meet friends, learn new

language, visit beautiful places and

enjoy your vacations by enriching 

yourself

 in different ways.



EUPSA
European University

Pharmacy Students'

Association is non-profit

student

organization. It was

founded in 2003 and it

represents all students of

Faculty

of Pharmacy in Novi Sad.

The main goal is to widen

students knowledge

beyond

the standard curriculum

through various projects

like lectures, congresses

and

public health projects.



Choosing community pharmacy, SEP

students will have opportunity to

experience

patients counselling and prepare

magistral products. Additionally,

they will

gain knowledge about drug

dispensing and pharmacy

administration.

Community pharmacy
University research 

is based on SEP student field of

interest, university will try it best to

organize

research project in specific

departure.

University research



Why to choose
Novi Sad?

Laid-back, relaxed,

surrounded by

fertile plains from the one

side and a mountain and a

river from the other,

Novi Sad stands out as a

true gem among Serbia’s

cities. It is famously a city

where nothing is rushed

and everything happens at

its own, leisurely pace,

contributing to a relaxed

atmosphere few large cities

can boast.



FRUŠKA GORA
National Park "Fruška

Gora" was established in
1960 and it was

the oldest one in the
Socialist Yugoslavia. At
the surface of around

25,000
hectares covered by the
National Park "Fruška

Gora" there are
protected unique

landscapes, valuable
geological and geo-

morphological units,
rare plant and animal

species, and forest
complexes.



EXIT
Exit is an award-winning

summer
music festival that takes

place at Petrovaradin
fortress in Novi Sad. Every

year over than 1000
artists take part in this

event and they perform at
over 40

stages and festival zones.



THE JOY OF
FOOD

Novi Sad has always been
the

place where food was
good and meals could be
eaten at a slow pace. If

you wish
to enjoy in autochthonous

dishes, excellent wines,
fruit “rakijas”, and music

of “tamburica”players you
can visit one of the

“čardas” along the Danube
or

“salaš” restaurants in the
nearby settlements.



IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION OR NEED MORE INFORMATION DO
NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US!



FACEBOOK

sep serbia

E-MAIL

sep@eupsa-serbia.org

INSTAGRAM

sep.serbia


